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Abstract

We present an approach to modeling ear-to-ear, high-

quality texture from one or more partial views of a face

with possibly poor resolution and noise. Our approach is

example-based in that we reconstruct texture with patches

from a database composed of previously seen faces. A 3D

morphable model is used to establish shape correspondence

between the observed data across views and training faces.

The database is built on the mesh surface by segmenting

it into uniform overlapping patches. Texture patches are

selected by belief propagation so as to be consistent with

neighbors and with observations in an appropriate image

formation model. We also develop a variant that is insen-

sitive to light and camera parameters, and incorporate soft

symmetry constraints. We obtain textures of higher quality

for degraded views as small as 10 pixels wide, than a stan-

dard model fitted to non-degraded data. We further show

applications to super-resolution where we substantially im-

prove quality compared to a state-of-the-art algorithm, and

to texture completion where we fill in missing regions and

remove facial clutter in a photorealistic manner.

1. Introduction

The problem of modeling complete and high-quality fa-

cial texture from input data that is “deficient” (i.e., low-

resolution, noisy and/or incomplete) has many potential ap-

plications. These include facial super-resolution, face tex-

ture completion, pre-processing for manual or automatic

face recognition, creation of fully textured avatars from

a single low-quality view, estimation of high-resolution

frontal views from low-resolution CCTV images of non-

frontal faces, or prediction of clean-shaven appearance.

Besides typical noise sources, deficient data arise in a

number of ways. The complete ear-to-ear texture of a face

is never fully visible in a single image. This is particularly

problematic for images in a non-frontal pose where as much

as half of the texture may be missing. A similar problem oc-

curs when parts of a face are occluded by scene clutter, other

people, glasses or facial hair. When a face image is captured

by a cheap sensor, at large distance, or with heavy com-

pression, then the resolution may be insufficient for further

processing. These deficiencies make many face processing

problems more difficult when dealing with real-world data.

The predominant approach to face modeling problems

has been statistical [6, 8, 9, 20]. Namely, learning the com-

mon modes of variation in face appearance from training

data. Such models can be used to constrain many face

processing problems. However, in the context of deficient

data, statistical models suffer from a number of drawbacks

(see Fig. 1). The state-of-the-art in face capture [4, 14]

allows measurement of very high-resolution texture and

shape information that can be used for photorealistic ren-

dering (left). On the other hand, face modeling has failed

to keep pace with the quality of data that can be captured

from real faces (middle). The most critical weakness of ex-

isting statistical face models is their inability to accurately

approximate unseen faces. This leads to models that fail to

capture distinguishing, fine-scale details of a face. This sit-

uation is exacerbated further when such models are fitted to

2D images. Here, not only local details but global proper-

ties of identity such as gender and ethnicity are lost, even

when the input data is of relatively high quality (right).

We address the issues caused by deficient data with a

novel example-based approach to face texture modeling.

We fit a 3D morphable model for shape correspondence be-

tween training faces and input images. The 3D model is

segmented into uniform overlapping patches via farthest-

point sampling. We build a database for texture on the seg-

mented model, and estimate the optimal patch combination

by loopy belief propagation so that the reconstructed tex-

tures best explain the data whilst ensuring local consistency.

To assemble these known ingredients in a unified frame-

work, we also introduce several technical contributions.

First, farthest-point sampling is enhanced with an original

patch growing scheme based on geodesic projections, so as

to create uniform patches that overlap. Second, loopy be-

lief propagation is formulated on the 3D mesh rather than

2D images via an appropriate model of image formation,

where we explicitly simulate how vertices project to the ob-

served pixel grid. Third, we propose a texture normalization

step to make our methods insensitive to camera and lighting
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Figure 1. There is a dramatic gap between the realism afforded by state-of-the-art face capture [4] (left) and face modeling [20] (middle).

This gap is larger still when a model like [20] is fitted to an image, even if the image is of relatively high quality (right). Zoom in for detail.

parameters, show the coherence of this step with our im-

age formation model, and derive new updates of normalized

patch compatibilities for tractability. Fourth, we incorporate

soft symmetry constraints on the model, which requires re-

visiting both segmentation and loopy belief propagation.

In addition, our methods have a number of appealing

properties. First, the pipeline is fully intrinsic to the 3D

model, so that we avoid undesired distortions due to extrin-

sic processing such as 2D flattening or 3D Euclidean op-

erations. Second, the patch database is independent of the

degradation factor, just needs to be trained once, and can be

updated incrementally with any new data. Third, we explic-

itly account for issues of occlusions and of pose changes

between multiple views. Fourth, we can handle varying ap-

pearance caused by changes in camera or illumination be-

tween training and testing, or even between input images.

We assume that the morphable model parameters for

each input image are provided by a separate algorithm. It

is not the topic of this paper to estimate these parame-

ters, and there are many algorithms for fitting a 3D mor-

phable model to 2D images [1, 2, 5, 6, 20, 23, 28], includ-

ing low-resolution input [17]. We here use the well-known

model [20] fitted to ground-truth data. This gives an oracle

upper bound on texture reconstruction performance, since it

is likely that shape will be less accurate when estimated on

degraded images. We thus also evaluate the effect of pertur-

bations in the parameters to simulate fitting errors or spatial

noise, by considering the extreme case of the mean shape

only as a rough estimate. This way, we obtain an oracle

lower bound on performance since shape is then the worst

possible. Pose is also not perfect because we do not reesti-

mate it based on the mean shape, meaning only the gross

positioning and orientation of the face are correct. This

is relevant since the gross pose can be estimated relatively

well given a couple of manually or automatically detected

keypoints (e.g., eye centers, mouth corners, nose tip).

2. Related Work

Face modeling Statistical face models such as active ap-

pearance models [8, 9] and 3D morphable models [6, 20] as-

sume that there is a dense correspondence between any pair

of faces, which transforms faces into a vector space where

any convex combination yields a valid face. Specifically,

a 3D morphable model is a deformable mesh M(α) =
(K,S(α)). The connectivity is given by the simplicial com-

plex K, a set whose elements can be vertices {i}, edges

{i, j} or faces {i, j, k}, with indices i, j, k ∈ {1, . . . , N}.

The shape S(α) of the N vertices depends on a vector α ∈
R

S which contains the parameters of a low-dimensional,

linear model learned from training data via PCA:

S(α) = S̄+
S
∑

m=1

αmSm , (1)

where S̄ ∈ R
3×N is the mean shape, and Sm ∈ R

3×N

are S shape modes. Texture is also commonly described

similarly, and since PCA implicitly acts as a low-pass filter,

these models fail to capture high-frequency detail.

Mohammed et al. [15] tackle this problem for 2D mor-

phable models in the context of 2D face synthesis. Instead

of fitting to image data, they randomly generate parameters

of a statistical face model before adding high-frequency de-

tail by importing real patches with local consistency and

that agree with the global face image. Patches are selected

in raster scan order using a greedy algorithm with partially-

stochastic decisions to improve variation in the synthesis.

Our model can be viewed as a 3D extension of [15],

with some important differences. First, our model and patch

database are built on a deformable 3D mesh rather than in

2D image space. Second, we require a model of image for-

mation to relate appearance. Third, we use belief propa-

gation for a better approximation to the optimal choice of

patches. Fourth, we account for color transformations be-

tween the model and images, enabling a wider range of im-

ages to be analyzed. Fifth, we do not use a global statistical

texture model but condition results on observed data only.

Super-resolution Facial texture modeling from images

of poor resolution shares similarities with super-resolution

problems [7, 19, 22, 25]. However, unlike classical 2D

super-resolution, multiple images of a face are unlikely to

differ only by sub-pixel translations and rotations in the im-

age plane. Hence, the majority of face-specific approaches

to super-resolution work with a single image and are more

accurately described as face hallucination (aka recogstruc-

tion as a neologism for reconstruction by recognition).
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A pioneering work in this context was done by Baker

and Kanade [3]. They incorporated a database for a class

of objects (text or faces) into previous probabilistic frame-

works for super-resolution. Freeman et al. [11] also used a

database (generic though can be restricted to faces) of cor-

responding high- and low-resolution texture patches. They

form a Markov random field over the pixel lattice, and apply

belief propagation to select high-resolution patches whose

low frequencies match those observed, while ensuring lo-

cal consistency via neighboring patch compatibilities. They

also perform color normalization in local contrast, though

this lacks of a physical interpretation compared to our tex-

ture normalization. Liu et al. [12] developed a face-specific

version of this by using a non-stationary patch database and

a global statistical model trained on face images. Mor-

tazavian et al. [16] further extended the example-based ap-

proach by exploiting a 3D morphable face model. However,

the 3D model is used solely to establish correspondence be-

tween a single input image and the training data. Super-

resolution is then performed in a flattened texture space,

at the cost of distortions inherent to the parameterization,

with the frequency-domain approach of previous 2D works.

Hence, they have no explicit model of image formation.

We emphasize that our face texture modeling approach

is more general than super-resolution. Indeed, we recon-

struct a full texture on a 3D model that can be rendered

in any pose, whereas classical super-resolution methods re-

construct a partial texture on a 2D image in the exact same

pose as observed. When applied to super-resolution prob-

lems, our approach is also the first to handle multiple views

with complex 3D pose changes involving possibly large out-

of-plane rotations and translations as well as occlusions.

Moreover, existing example-based methods to super-

resolution suffer from a number of limitations. First, they

consider a fixed degradation factor (often a power of 2),

either because they build a specific dictionary for a given

degradation factor, or because the frequency decomposition

makes assumptions about the frequency range that has been

lost and must be reconstructed. Second, there is no obvious

way to integrate information from multiple images, partic-

ularly when the 3D pose changes. Third, they assume that

the model and image can be directly compared without ac-

counting for appearance variation due to camera or lighting.

Our proposed model overcomes each of these weaknesses.

Lastly, we handle faces as small as 10 pixels wide whereas

typical super-resolution algorithms require over 30 pixels.

Texture completion Statistical models can be used to

explain missing data by fitting a complete model to partial

data. In 2D, view-based active appearance models [9] can

predict frontal appearance from a profile view. Similarly,

a multilinear model with a mode for pose variation, such

as [26], can also predict any viewpoint given a single view.

Lüthi et al. [13] proposed a 3D extension, with a prob-

abilistic approach for fitting to partial data which provides

the subspace of all solutions consistent with the observed

data. Like 2D methods, it suffers however from the funda-

mental limitation of statistical approaches. They can only

describe a face in terms of its most common aspects of ap-

pearance. This leads to a loss of detail and an inability to

meaningfully reconstruct deficient data.

3. Overlapping Mesh Segmentation

In this section, we discuss the segmentation of the mean

face shape into uniform overlapping patches. We first sam-

ple the mesh uniformly to create patches via the underlying

tessellation. We then grow the patches so that they overlap.

3.1. Uniform Sampling

We process sampling with a greedy farthest-point strat-

egy similar to [21]. We denote by Il = {i⋆1, . . . , i
⋆
l } ⊂ K

the set of first l selected samples. We also define Dl as the

geodesic distance map to Il. The next sample i⋆l+1 is se-

lected as the vertex which is the farthest from all samples:

i⋆l+1 = argmax
i∈K

Dl(i) . (2)

For the next iteration, Dl+1 is updated as the minimum be-

tween Dl and the distance map to the new sample:

Dl+1(i) = min
{

Dl(i), D(i, i⋆l+1)
}

. (3)

We continue the process until the desired number M of ver-

tices are sampled. In the end, patches P1, . . . ,PM are ob-

tained via the geodesic Voronoi tessellation:

Pm =

{

i ∈ K : D(i, i⋆m) = min
i⋆∈IM

D(i, i⋆)

}

. (4)

3.2. Patch Growing

We denote by E the set of pairs (m,n) such that patches

Pm and Pn share an edge {i, j} ∈ K. To grow patch

Pm, we consider separately each of its neighbors Pn with

(m,n) ∈ E , and define thresholds dmn as follows:

dmn = ρ×D(i⋆m, i
⋆
n) , (5)

where ρ ≥ 0 is an overlap ratio set by the user. The overlap

Omn of Pm onto Pn is then constructed by projections:

Omn =

{

i ∈ Pn : min
j∈Pm

D(i, j) ≤ dmn

}

. (6)

Eventually, a grown patch Qm is obtained by concatenation:

Qm = Pm ∪
⋃

n|(m,n)∈E

Omn . (7)
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Figure 2. Segmentation results. The mean face (left) is segmented

by first sampling the mesh uniformly to create patches (middle),

and then growing the patches so that they overlap (right).

3.3. Segmentation Results

We segmented the mean face of the morphable model

into M = 200 patches, so that they are about the size

of the eyes. We visualize the obtained patches by assign-

ing different colors and averaging them in overlaps (see

Fig. 2). Geodesic distances were computed by fast march-

ing as in [21]. Sampling was seeded with eye centers to

avoid stochastic indeterminacy due to random initialization.

Patches were grown using a small overlap ratio ρ = 0.2 to

keep results visually interpretable. In subsequent experi-

ments, this ratio was increased to ρ = 0.5 for a better merg-

ing of solutions, which corresponds to a natural overlap of

about half the patch size. The whole process took a cou-

ple of minutes on a standard computer, but needs only to be

computed once beforehand and can then be stored.

Overall, the results show that the segmentation produces

roughly uniform patches over the face, and hence transfers

the notion of a regular overlapping patch structure from 2D

images to 3D meshes. We also notice that the seeding al-

lows single patches to span the eyes, which might be de-

sirable to avoid that different parts of the iris are assigned

different colors during texture reconstruction.

4. Texture Patch Selection

In this section, we present our methods to select tex-

ture patches from the training database. We define obser-

vation error functions and patch overlap compatibilities on

the mesh via an image formation model. The optimal patch

combination is then estimated by loopy belief propagation.

4.1. Image Formation Model

It is not straightforward to measure plausibility between

an observed image and training textures that have suppos-

edly produced this image. Doing it in the image domain

does not seem relevant for two main reasons. Indeed, this

requires rendering all training faces on the observed image

grid, which gets demanding as the database size increases.

Moreover, errors computed in the image domain are not di-

rectly related and scaled to compatibilities of training tex-

ture patches pasted on the mesh for reconstruction.

We thus compute errors directly on the mesh after tex-

ture sampling. When the observed images are not degraded,

we simply sample them on the mesh by back-projection of

color and bilinear interpolation in the pixel grid. Textures at

visibility boundaries are filled in by nearest-neighbor inter-

polation instead, and missing data are left untextured. How-

ever, since back-projection requires a sufficiently fine grid,

this model reveals insufficient in case of poor resolution.

To overcome this, we simulate the formation of a low-

resolution image with pixel colors cr as produced by a mesh

with high-resolution textures t+i . We assume that the mesh

vertices are uniformly and finely sampled compared to the

low-resolution pixel size. The first assumption is reason-

able since the fitted shape involves local deformations of

the mean shape which is almost uniformly sampled. The

second one holds too since we consider degraded images of

10 to 40 pixels wide which is negligible compared to more

than 50,000 vertices in the model.

Hence, the color cr of a given pixel r can be approxi-

mated by averaging the contributions of the visible vertices

that project onto that pixel:

cr =
1

|Vr|

∑

i∈Vr

t
+
i , (8)

where Vr is the set of visible vertices that project onto pixel

r. This partitions the visible vertices via an equivalence re-

lation where i and j belong to the same class if they are in

the same set Vr. We denote the equivalence class of a visible

vertex i as Vi, and by r(i) the index of the pixel onto which

i is projected. We can thus compute errors on the mesh

by sampling a low-resolution observed texture via nearest-

neighbor interpolation t
−
i = cr(i), while resampling the

high-resolution training textures t+ip into low-resolution tex-

tures t−ip by local averaging in projected pixels:

t
−
ip =

1
∣

∣Vi

∣

∣

∑

j∈Vi

t
+
jp . (9)

Finally, to prevent from sampling incorrect textures be-

cause of background corruption along the projected out-

line, we exclude border pixels from sampling so that ver-

tices falling in such pixels are considered as occluded. This

can be done together with vertex visibility testing and tex-

ture sampling, by using a depth-buffer on a refined pixel

grid. Typically, this grid is obtained by simply rescaling the

coarse grid by the super-resolution factor, which allows the

buffer to be reused when rendering the reconstructed image.

4.2. Observation Error Function

We model the likelihood of training patches given the

low-resolution observed textures via a Gaussian potential:

φmp = exp

{

−
Emp

2σ2
E

}

, (10)
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where σ2
E is a variance parameter, and Emp is the Euclidean

error in patch Qm between observed and training textures:

Emp =
∑

i∈Qm

∥

∥t
−
ip − t

−
i

∥

∥

2

2
. (11)

This implicitly accounts for a color degradation by Gaus-

sian noise, though other kinds of noise (e.g., Poisson, salt-

and-pepper) could be handled as well by plugging other dis-

crepancy measures. To account for missing data, occluded

vertices can simply be assigned a null error. When having

multiple input images, we sum up the errors across views.

4.3. Patch Overlap Compatibility

We model the plausibility of high-resolution training

patches given their neighbors through a Gaussian potential:

ψmnpq = exp

{

−
Cmnpq

2σ2
C

}

, (12)

where σ2
C is another variance parameter, and Cmnpq is the

Euclidean error in overlap Omn between training textures

of neighbor patches:

Cmnpq =
∑

i∈Omn

∥

∥t
+
ip − t

+
iq

∥

∥

2

2
. (13)

Practically, some neighbor patches may not overlap, either

because of using a too small overlap ratio ρ or of the patch

before growing being composed of its center only (which

happens for big triangles filling the interior of the mouth).

Such neighbors can simply be ignored and removed from

the edge structure E since they would always be fully com-

patible. Compatibilities are also multiplied by the number

of views to maintain a similar influence compared to errors.

4.4. Loopy Belief Propagation

The underlying probabilistic model can be cast into a

graphical model, as a factor graph where nodes represent

patches Pm,Pn, . . . and edges represent neighboring re-

lations between overlapping patches. This network has a

structure of Markov random field where dependencies re-

duce to pairwise interactions only (see Fig 3).

Solving for the most likely realization of patches from

training faces t
+
ip, t

+
iq, . . . in this model is an expensive

combinatorial problem. Indeed, the probability of training

patches not only depends on their similarity with observed

data t
−
i , but also on the neighboring compatibility between

selected patches. An exact brute-force approach rapidly

becomes intractable as the database size grows. Instead,

we follow an iterative algorithm for approximate inference

known as loopy belief propagation [18], which is quadratic

in the number of training faces. Specifically, we employ the

min-sum variant which rather works on the log-likelihood

Figure 3. Network structure. The probabilistic model is a Markov

random field over patches Pm,Pn, . . . where the training data

t
+

ip, t
+

iq, . . . are selected per patch to be consistent with observa-

tions t−i and with neighbors according to potentials φmp, ψmnpq .

for better numerical stability, due to the high number of ver-

tices involved in exponentiated sums of φmp, ψmnpq .

Once patches are selected, the final texture is obtained

by averaging the textures in overlap regions. We could also

employ Poisson blending here, but it is quite demanding

and did not seem to improve systematically results in our

experiments, certainly because of patch overlap compatibil-

ities ensuring local consistency. The whole process of error

computations and belief propagation takes a couple of sec-

onds. The patch compatibilities can be precomputed once

for the whole database, which rather takes several minutes.

As a final remark, the algorithm, apart from the num-

ber of iterations I , depends on a single parameter, the ratio

α = σ2
E/σ

2
C of the two variance parameters. This variance

ratio controls the trade-off between reconstructing the ob-

servations as faithfully as possible and ensuring that neigh-

bor patches are as compatible as possible. In all our experi-

ments, we fixed α = 1 to intuitively give the same influence

between error and compatibility terms. A number of itera-

tions I = 10 was also found sufficient for convergence.

5. Texture Normalization

In this section, we describe a variant to perform texture

patch selection in a normalized space that is insensitive to

camera and lighting parameters. We notably introduce a

texture appearance model, and modify observation errors as

well as patch compatibilities accordingly.

5.1. Texture Appearance Model

We assume that the color channels are independent, and

thus consider a single channel while omitting its index in

the sequel. We account for illumination with ambient light

plus a directed light source. The ambient lighting simply

multiplies the intrinsic texture t̃i. The directed lighting can

be modeled according to the well-known dichromatic model
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of reflectance [29]. Hence, it comprises additive diffuse and

specular terms that apply an affine transform to the intrin-

sic texture (aka albedo). We also account for acquisition

settings via a basic camera model with unknown color gain

and offset per color channel when recording appearance.

We thus obtain an affine model for texture appearance:

ti = ait̃i + bi , (14)

where ai encodes the camera gain, ambient lighting and dif-

fusion, while bi encodes the camera offset and specularity.

We note that only diffusion and specularity, due to directed

lighting, actually depend on vertex i, via angles between

local surface normals and light source or viewer directions.

5.2. Normalized Observation Error Function

We normalize textures before computing the observation

errors according to the above model for texture appearance.

Since the high-resolution observations are hidden, we do so

in the low-resolution domain, by normalizing observed tex-

tures t−i via statistical standardization in mean and variance

as t̂−i = (t−i −µ)/σ, where we use the mean µ and standard

deviation σ for textures t−i of visible vertices.

Similarly, we normalize the training textures as t̂−ip =

(t−ip−µp)/σp, where we use now the mean µp and standard

deviation σp for the textures t−ip corresponding to observed

vertices. We use these exact same parameters to normalize

the high-resolution training textures as t̂+ip = (t+ip−µp)/σp.

To compare training texture patches with observed tex-

tures, we now compute the error function in the low-

resolution space after normalization:

emp =
∑

i∈Qm

(t̂−ip − t̂−i )
2
. (15)

This allows training patches to be used for reconstruction

even if they were captured with another camera and under

a different pose or illumination. In more detail, the error

function is now invariant under affine transformations of

textures, and hence under arbitrary changes in camera cal-

ibration via color gain and offset, as well as arbitrary scal-

ings of ambient and directed light intensities. Going fur-

ther, we may assume that the training database samples a

fine enough subset of all possible angles between the light

source and viewer directions, or at least the angles we ex-

pect to observe. Hence, the process is also robust, if not

invariant, against changes in such angles up to neglecting

deviations of local surface normals between the observed

face and training faces.

5.3. Reconstructed Patch Overlap Compatibility

On the contrary to observation errors, compatibilities

need to be computed based on the effective appearance in

the final reconstructed space. In other words, we must

simulate how neighbor patches would interact in overlaps

if they were chosen for reconstruction. When normalized

training textures are selected, we need to insert back the

normalization parameters from the observed textures for re-

construction. It leads to reconstruction as ť+ip = σt̂+ip + µ,

and ť−ip = σt̂−ip + µ, in the high- and low-resolution spaces

respectively. For coherence of our methods, we would ex-

pect the degradation of the high-resolution reconstruction

to equal the low-resolution reconstruction under our models

for texture degradation, normalization and reconstruction:

ť−ip =
1

∣

∣Vi

∣

∣

∑

j∈Vi

ť+ip . (16)

This is indeed true as shown in the supplementary material.

The patch overlap compatibilities are thus now defined

in the reconstructed high-resolution space:

cmnpq =
∑

i∈Omn

(ť+ip − ť+iq)
2
. (17)

These compatibilities cannot, unfortunately, be precom-

puted since we do not know the reconstructed textures

ť+ip, ť
+
iq in advance. Given the computational burden of

calculating these compatibilities, it is unrealistic to com-

pute them again from scratch for each new observed face.

Nonetheless, it is possible to precompute several related

quantities so as to update the compatibilities on the fly.

Even if still quadratic in the number of training faces, this

makes the computation much faster during testing, typically

a couple of seconds instead of several minutes. These up-

dates are developed in the supplementary material.

6. Experimental Results

We now present experiments. We explain how the patch

database is built, show texture modeling results as well as

applications to super-resolution and texture completion.

6.1. Patch Database

We build a patch database with images from the CMU

PIE face database [24]. The coefficients of the fitted mor-

phable model and camera parameters provide a 3D model

for each subject and a dense correspondence to each image.

To obtain a complete texture over the face, we combine the

3 available views of the same subject under the same illu-

mination by stitching them and filling unobserved data with

Poisson blending [10]. We sample 5 different lighting con-

ditions, ambient light only, and ambient plus one flash light

among front, top, left and right. As the morphable model

does not account for glasses, beards or mustaches, we ex-

clude corresponding subjects from the database, leading to

a total of 175 face models representing 35 different subjects

under 5 lighting conditions. We also exclude temporarily

the subject under testing for a fair out-of-sample evaluation.
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Figure 4. Texture modeling from multiple low-quality. Col. 1:

High-quality ground-truth. 2: Morphable model fit to high-quality

ground-truth [20]. 3: Low-quality, color-transformed input im-

ages. 4: High-quality output of our method.

6.2. Texture Modeling

We here assess our methods for facial texture model-

ing from several incomplete poses. To account for possibly

varying illumination conditions and acquisition settings, we

employ the normalized variant of our algorithm.

In Fig. 4, we show results on reconstructing a com-

plete face model for a given subject. Three reference views

(Col. 1) are fitted to a state-of-the-art morphable model [20].

Even with high-quality input, the model is incapable of gen-

eralizing to the fine details of the face and unseen lighting

conditions (Col. 2). Low-quality input images are obtained

after downsampling by a factor of 16 to produce partial

views of about 12 pixels wide (Col. 3). In the second and

third rows, a color transformation is also applied to the in-

put. We solve for a single high-quality model that can be

rendered in any pose and color space (Col. 4). Since we

solve for normalization parameters per image, we are able

to correct the significant color differences between views.

6.3. SuperResolution

We now apply our approach to classical super-resolution.

This can easily be done by rendering the output of our face

model in the same pose as observed. For visualization, we

also display the non-modeled parts of the image after simple

bicubic interpolation to match the output resolution.

In Fig. 5, we show super-resolution results for four sub-

jects in nearly frontal poses. The high-resolution images

(Col. 1) are artificially degraded, so that we have a ground-

truth to compute error metrics, and then reconstructed. The

state-of-the-art morphable model [20] fitted to the original

images is again incapable of generalizing to the fine details

Figure 5. Super-resolution. Col. 1: High-resolution ground-truth.

2: Morphable model fit to high-resolution ground-truth [20]. 3:

Low-resolution input. 4: High-resolution output of our method. 5:

Face-trained example-based super-resolution [27].

(Col. 2). The images are obtained after downsampling by a

factor of 16 (Col. 3). From this deficient input, our method

yields faces with a high level of plausible detail, matching

the ground-truth well (Col. 4). On the other hand, a state-

of-the-art example-based super-resolution algorithm [27],

trained with exactly the same images as our model, fails

to reconstruct any meaningful detail (Col. 5).

In Table 1, we present results of a leave-one-out eval-

uation on the full database. We use the root mean square

normalized by the number of rendered pixels as an error

metric (scores are given in percentage error). We consider

degradations δ of 4, 8, 16, 32, the 5 illumination conditions,

and average results across subjects. Given the poor visual

results and computational burden (about an hour per image)

of [27], we exclude it from this quantitative evaluation.

Overall, applying our methods with the same shape fit

as the morphable model provides a better texture, inde-

pendently of lighting conditions, and even for the coarsest

degradation (Rows 2 to 5). Although using a rough shape

fit via the mean shape degrades results, our methods are still

competitive with the morphable model fit to high-resolution

input, and compare favorably except for the coarsest degra-

dation (Rows 6 to 9). This is thanks to the image forma-

tion model, which allows to cope with misalignment of up
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Table 1. Super-resolution evaluation (basic/normalized variants).

δ Ambient Front Left Right Top

[20] 1 06.0 16.9 12.9 13.7 17.0

Fit 4 04.8/04.0 12.1/09.9 09.8/08.4 10.5/08.6 12.1/10.0
8 05.1/04.3 12.5/10.4 10.2/08.9 10.9/09.1 12.5/10.6
16 05.3/04.7 13.5/11.7 10.8/10.0 11.6/10.1 13.5/12.0
32 05.9/05.5 15.5/14.9 12.6/12.6 13.7/12.6 16.0/15.5

Mean 4 05.9/05.1 13.1/10.8 09.8/09.4 11.6/09.7 13.2/11.0
8 06.2/05.4 13.5/11.4 11.2/09.9 12.0/10.2 13.6/11.7
16 06.5/06.0 14.7/13.0 12.1/11.2 12.8/11.4 14.8/13.3
32 07.2/06.9 16.9/16.4 14.0/14.1 14.8/14.0 17.3/16.9

to one low-resolution pixel because of averaging contribu-

tions regardless of their distance to the pixel center. The re-

sults also reveal that the normalized variant systematically

outperforms the basic version. This is because normaliza-

tion allows more expressiveness in the reconstruction pro-

cess by adapting patch textures according to the input tex-

ture parameters. As we would expect, the reconstruction er-

rors also increase with the degradation factor. They are also

greater when directed light is present compared to ambient

lighting only. We believe this results from both variants be-

ing unable to cope fully with nonlinearities in appearance

due to shadowing and specularity.

6.4. Texture Completion

We finally consider texture completion problems. We set

the degradation factor to 1, and discard the pixel aggrega-

tion step from the image formation model. We also reinsert

the observed data in the reconstructed texture by Poisson

blending at boundaries. Lastly, we constrain the face model

with soft symmetry to ensure the plausibility of important

symmetric features such as the eyes. Details on soft sym-

metry constraints are given in the supplementary material.

In Fig. 6, we demonstrate an example of texture com-

pletion for a face in a non-frontal pose. The non-frontal

input only shows part of the face texture (Col. 1), which is

clearly visible when sampling the view to texture the mor-

phable model fit and rotate it to a frontal pose (Col. 2). Our

methods reconstruct a complete and photorealistic texture

(Col. 3) which, when projected into a frontal image (Col. 4),

closely matches a real frontal view of the face (Col. 5).

In Fig. 7, we show an example of removing extraneous

features, or clutter. The input images contain respectively a

mustache and glasses (Col. 1). Such features are not mod-

eled by the morphable model so that a pixel-wise binary

outlier mask can be calculated via the fitting error (Col. 2).

The morphable model fit is then textured by sampling the

masked image (Col. 3). Performing texture completion over

the occluded regions and blending with the original textures

provides an ear-to-ear, high-quality texture (Col. 4). By

rendering in the original image, we obtain photorealistic re-

sults where the extraneous features are removed (Col. 5).

Figure 6. Texture completion for a non-frontal pose. Col. 1: Non-

frontal input. 2: Morphable model fit with sampled texture. 3:

Completed texture. 4: Frontal output. 5: Frontal ground-truth.

Figure 7. Texture completion for removal of extraneous features.

Col 1: Cluttered input. 2: Outlier mask. 3:. Morphable model fit

with sampled texture. 4:. Completed texture. 5: Cleaned output.

7. Conclusion

We presented an example-based approach to face texture

modeling from deficient views. We obtained promising re-

sults which are encouraging for further developments.

Firstly, dense correspondence restricts synthesis to ex-

amples of features in the same location as previously ob-

served. Allowing patches to move onto the mesh surface is,

however, not easy to deal with and should be investigated.

Another direction is to improve the texture appearance

model with a full mixing matrix to capture spectral overlaps

between light contents and between camera responses. We

could also normalize per patch to account for multiple light

sources or nonlinearities due to shadowing and specularity.

Lastly, we would like to build a model using intrinsic

texture rather than appearance under representative light-

ing conditions. This way, much less training data would be

needed. Nonetheless, error functions would require a model

of illumination and patch selection would be more complex.

As for applications, we plan to evaluate our approach

for face recognition in the wild. However, this requires de-

signing our own shape fitting algorithm. Finally, tuning the

three main design parameters (patch number, overlap factor,

variance ratio) beyond the intuitive values used here might

improve performance depending on the task at hand.
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